We analytically study the time-averaged electromagnetic energy stored inside scatterers containing inclusions of arbitrary shapes. Assuming the low density of inclusions, we derive the expression for the energy-transport velocity through disordered media without relying on the radiative transfer equation. Moreover, this expression is independent of the shape of scatterers. In addition, we obtain a relation between the dwell and absorption times associated with inclusions by considering the relationship between internal energy and absorption crosssection. An approximation for the electromagnetic energy stored inside a disordered medium in terms of the transport mean free path and the packing fraction is also derived. This expression suggests that the enhanced electromagnetic energy within the host medium is achieved for inclusions exhibiting negative scattering asymmetry parameters. As a result, disordered media with enhanced backscattering is expected to exhibit large quality factors.
Introduction
In the multiple scattering theory, when the weak disorder approximation and low density of scatterers, quantities calculated in a single-scattering process can be applied to picture the electromagnetic (EM) energy transport through disordered media [1] . Relying on the accuracy of the Lorenz-Mie theory [2] , such approximation provides an analytical approach to estimate multiple scattering parameters without considering full-wave simulations or multiple scattering algorithms, which demand high computational power. Among the singlescattering properties, the time-averaged EM energy inside the scatterers is a quantity closely related to the photon fluxes in disordered media, finding several applications in photonics and metamaterials [3] . This quantity can be related to the absorption cross-section [4] [5] [6] and is associated, e.g., with the dwell-time [7] , the quality factor [8] , the Verdet constant [9] and the energytransport velocity [10] , which are relevant measurable quantities for technological applications such as random lasers [8] and dispersive metamaterials [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Here, we calculate the stored EM energy inside a single scatterer containing inclusions of arbitrary shapes. * tiagoarruda@pg.ffclrp.usp.br By deriving the relationship between the internal energy and the absorption cross-section, we can define an absorption time associated with a single scattering. Also, in the incoherent approximation for low density of inclusions, we demonstrate that the energy-transport velocity through a disordered medium can be readily calculated within our approach for scatterers of arbitrary shapes. Finally, we estimate the EM energy within the host medium to calculate the dwell time related to the system as a function of multiple scattering quantities. Interestingly enough, we show that a high quality factor for lasing applications can be achieved for scatterers with negative asymmetry parameter, cos θ < 0. This suggests that particles satisfying, e.g., the second Kerker condition ( cos θ = −1/2), which exhibits near-zero forward scattering response [15] , or exhibiting strong backscattering response ( cos θ = −1) may lead to large quality factors associated with the disordered medium. This multiple scattering regime is referred to as anomalous scattering, since the transport mean free path ℓ tr is smaller than the scattering mean free path ℓ sca [16] .
V q , with V N being the host particle volume (i.e., the scatterer volume minus inclusions). These N inclusions are linear, homogeneous and isotropic, with electric permittivity ε q = ε ′ q + ıε ′′ q and magnetic permeability µ q = µ ′ q + ıµ ′′ q associated with each volume V q . This scatterer is irradiated by a plane EM wave with electric amplitude E 0 and time dependency e −ıωt , where ω is the input frequency and H 0 = ε 0 /µ 0 E 0 is the magnetic amplitude. The surrounding medium is vacuum (ε 0 , µ 0 ). Given the EM field (E q , H q ) at position r, confined inside a passive inclusion (ε q , µ q ) with volume V q , the time-averaged EM energy density [5, 6, [12] [13] [14] is
where [ε
] are energy coefficients associated with the medium q = {1, 2, . . . , N } and the timeaveraged EM energy in the inclusion is
If the medium (ε q , µ q ) is weakly absorbing (|ε [17] . Also, if the region V q has the same optical properties as the surrounding medium (ε 0 , µ 0 ), it follows that
, so that [4] : Scatterer with an arbitrary shape and (N − 1) arbitrary inclusions irradiated by a plane EM wave. The surrounding medium is (ε0, µ0) and each inclusion has volume Vq and optical properties (εq, µq), with q = {1, . . . , N − 1}, being VN the volume of the host particle (εN , µN ).
From Eqs. (2) and (3), it is clear that the normalized time-averaged energy W q /W 0q is a spatial av-
field intensities within the inclusion (ε q , µ q ). Defining the volume-averaged field intensity 
which is the EM energy stored inside the inclusion (ε q , µ q ). Since the energy W q is an extensive quantity, it follows that
is the total stored EM energy, where (4) and (5) one can see that the internal energy W/W 0 is a weighted arithmetical mean between the electric and magnetic contributions. Each inclusion (ε q , µ q ) contributes to the sum weighted by its respective volume fraction V q /V . Note that we are not summing field intensities but time-and volumeaveraged field intensities (W q ), which are extensive quantities. This means one may have field interferences inside each region q due to the interaction between inclusions close to each other. Indeed, owing to boundary conditions provided by the Maxwell's equations, one has that the EM field (E q , H q ) within the inclusion (ε q , µ q ) depends on the resulting field inside the others (N − 2) inclusions and the host medium (ε N , µ N ):
Hence, determining the EM energy density in each region of the scatterer is usually difficult for general shapes and positions of densely packed inclusions due to multiple scattering interferences in the host medium. In general, an analytic solution is only possible for scatterers with high degree of symmetry (e.g., spheres and cylinders) and for low density of inclusions. Approximations are usually obtained by using, e.g., the Rayleigh-Gans approach [1, 2] .
To analytically proceed let us consider, for the sake of simplicity, two particular geometries with closed solutions: center-symmetric coated spheres and cylinders (N = 2). The absorption efficiency Q abs (which is the absorption cross-section σ abs in units of the geometrical one σ g ) can be written in terms of the internal EM field intensities. For coated spheres and cylinders, both with outer radius R:
where kR is the size parameter, with k = ω/c 0 , and ξ = 4/3 for spheres and ξ = π/2 for cylinders [12, 14] . One can show that σ g ξkR = kV , where V is either the volume of a sphere or a finite cylinder with radius b. Using this result, one can eliminate the dependence on kR and σ g , which allows us to write σ abs for a coated particle with an arbitrary shape. Therefore, for an arbitrary particle with (N − 1) inclusions, we find
which generalizes the well-known relation between power loss and absorption for a collection of scatterers [1] .
2.A. Dwell and absorption times
To obtain a relation between W and σ abs , let us consider a weak absorbing and non-dispersive medium, so that [ε
. By defining the complex quantity W /W 0 by replacing (ε
where the real part is the stored EM energy and the imaginary part depends on the absorption cross section. The denominator 2kV in Eq. (7) can be interpreted as a general geometrical cross section for an arbitrary shape scatterer. In particular, for spherical and cylindrical scatterers, it takes into account both the geometrical cross-section and the size parameter. In a dispersive medium q, we recall that the relation between ε ′ q and ε ′′ q is given by the Kramers-Kronig relations [2] . The dwell-time τ d is defined as the time that the EM waves are delayed due to resonances inside a scatterer [7] :
Defining the complex quantity
in the frequency domain, we obtain from Eq. (7):
where we define the absorption or relaxation time
Since the albedo is a 0 = σ sca /σ ext , we have
For weak absorbing scatterers (a 0 ≈ 1), one can write
, where m = m ′ + ım ′′ is the scatterer effective refractive index [6] . Therefore, from Eq. (8),
which is a well-known result that can be proved rigorously for scalar waves [7] . Thus, for weak absorption, using Eq. (10), one has
where we have considered m = c 0 /v p +ıc 0 /(2ωℓ ext ), with ℓ ext being the extinction mean-free path and v p being the phase velocity [7] . In short, the relationship between σ abs and W/W 0 has allowed us to link the dwell and absorption times associated with an arbitrary scatterer containing inclusions. Here τ abs is the absorption time of a disordered system. As we have already pointed out, analytical calculations for arbitrarily packed inclusions are very cumbersome. To make our discussions as simple as possible, from now on we consider the incoherent approximation for low density of inclusions, so that each inclusion can be seen as a single independent scatterer. The energy-transport velocity v E is defined as the ratio between the time-averaged Poynting vector and the energy density: v E = | S t |/ u t . Let us consider a particular case with (N −1) identical inclusions of volume V 1 and the same optical properties (ε 1 , µ 1 ), as depicted in Fig. 2 . Also, the host particle volume is much larger than the inclusions [V N ≫ (N − 1)V 1 ] and each mean inclusion separation is much greater than their radius. Thus, we can consider that the volume-averaged intensity inside V is approximately the volume-averaged intensity inside V N . This is valid even in the resonant scattering |E q | 
2.B. Energy transport velocity
where
is the arithmetic mean energy inside the inclusions. Approximating u t ≈ W/V and calling the packing fraction of scatterers f
which is the same result found in Ref. [10] using the Bethe-Salpeter equation under weak disorder approximation. Indeed, if all inclusions (ε 1 , µ 1 ) have the same orientation with regard to the incident EM field (i.e., they can be obtained by translation of any other inclusion), one has W 1 = W 1 = W q for q = {1, . . . , N − 1}, which is in agreement with Ref. [10] . In other words, by simple assumptions, we have determined the energytransport velocity in a disordered medium with low density of identical scatterers (inclusions) with arbitrary shapes. Our heuristic approach does not take directly into account the disorder average as it is usually the case in rigorous multiple scattering calculations [1] . It should also be emphasized that Eq. (14) does not impose any restriction regarding the incident wavelength and inclusions size [10] . This implies that each inclusion can be described by the generalized Lorenz-Mie theory [10, 18] .
2.C. Quality factor
To calculate the energy-transport velocity through a disordered medium with low density of scatterers, we have neglected the scattered EM fields within V N , the host medium. This assumption is supported by performing the disorder average, which eliminates the overall single-scattered fields [10] . As a result, for a very low density of scatterers with f ≪ 1, one has W = f
The last condition, however, has been shown to be not mandatory and is usually not satisfied in a resonant scattering process [18] .
To obtain a better approximation for W in a disordered system, we must consider the total electric field in the host medium (ε N = ε 0 , µ N = µ 0 ), which contains both the incident and scattered electric fields. To simplify our discussion, let us consider that the inclusions are spherical particles with mean radius R and volume V 1 . The total electric field within the host medium is
wherep is a unit (polarization) vector, r q = |r − r q |, with r q being the position of the inclusions, k = |k| is the incident wave number, and f (k q ,k) is the scattering amplitude related to inclusion (ε q , µ q ). The energy flux per unit of area is given by the time-averaged Poynting vector:
N /2. Neglecting interference among multiple scattered fields, one has
To determine the EM energy in the host medium, we have to eliminate the vector character of Eq. (16). However, instead of considering | S N t | directly, which leads to a cumbersome expression to be integrated, we simply rewrite Eq. (16) and multiply it byk, i.e., we project S N t onto the forward direction:
This procedure allows us to keep the dependence of the intensity |E N | 2 on the scattering directions. In fact, now we can define cos θ N ≡k N ·k and cos θ q ≡k q ·k, where θ q is the scattering angle related to inclusion (ε q , µ q ). Calculating the volume average of Eq. (17) over V N and recalling the well-known definition of the asymmetry parameter cos θ q [2] , we obtain
where ρ = (N − 1)/V is the density of inclusions, 1 − f = V N /V , withf being the packing fraction, and R is the mean radius of the spherical scatterers. Once again, we do not take directly into account the disorder average, since our aim is to provide simple heuristic expressions using only the low density of scatterers and incoherent approximations. As demonstrated in the last section, these approximations with time-and volumeaverages over the field intensities can capture the physical picture. It is worth mentioning that an identical expression can be obtained considering parallel cylindrical scatterers of radius R normally irradiated by plane waves instead of spherical scatterers. One can easily prove that by rewriting Eq. (15) for cylindrical scattered waves and following the same procedure above. Also, since we have different orientations of inclusions in relation tok, even for independent and identical scatterers, we have defined the weighted average quantities [19] :
sca cos θ q /(N − 1). Of course, for spherical or cylindrical inclusions, it follows: σ sca = σ (q) sca and cos θ = cos θ q , for q = {1, . . . , N − 1}.
Equation (18) provides the intensity enhancement in the forward direction in the host medium:
The angle θ N takes into account not only the scattering angles θ q related to inclusions, but also the forward incident direction [see Eq. (15)]. Since the ensemble asymmetry parameter is cos θ , we consider the following approximation: cos θ N ≈ 1 + f cos θ /(1 − f ). This is the simplest approximation for cos θ N and can be understood as a weighted mean value between the cosine of forward and scattering directions. It is obtained from Eq. (18) by taking |E N /E 0 | 2 ≈ 1 and Rρσ sca ≈ f . Considering now
VN cos θ N , we finally obtain an expression for the intensity enhancement in the host medium. Also, for plane waves, one has
Eqs. (4) and (18), and using the aforementioned approximation for cos θ N , we obtain
Using Eq. (5) and (18), we finally have
where W 1 is the mean EM energy inside the (N − 1) inclusions, ℓ sca = 1/ρσ sca and ℓ tr = ℓ sca /(1 − cos θ ) are the scattering and transport mean free paths, respectively. Equation (20) provides an approximation for the EM energy stored inside a system of volume L 3 with low density of scatterers as a function of measurable, multiple scattering quantities: f , ℓ tr and ℓ sca . Note that one can retrieve Eq. (13) by considering cos θ = 0, i.e., isotropic scattering, or f ≪ 1 and R/ℓ sca ≪ 1.
Due to average on disorder and low density of scatterers (f ≪ 1), one can in general assume W N ≈ W 0N in random media even at a scattering resonance (W 1 ≫ W 01 ). This implies that the approximation for the energy transport velocity calculated in Eq. (14) still holds [10] . However, notwithstanding the incoherent approximation, Eq. (19) allows us to study variations on W N as a function of f , ℓ tr and ℓ sca , which become crucial as one increases the density of particles in the system. Indeed, there are features in W N that do show up in the stored EM energy associated with the whole system, W . This quantity not only provides a correction for W but also unveils properties of the scattered light in the host medium using simple arguments.
In addition, as the bulk scattering cross-section for (N − 1) independent and identical scatterers is σ (20), we obtain the dwelltime for the disordered system in the incoherent approximation:
where τ
is the mean dwell-time related to one inclusion and
For a very dilute disorder medium, with f ≪ 1 and R/ℓ sca ≪ 1, one readily obtains τ
≈ ℓ sca /c 0 , which is an expected result.
In disordered systems, the quality factor Q measures the ability of a system to store energy for lasing applications, and can be defined as [8] Q ≡ ωτ
From Eq. (22), considering W 1 /W 01 ≫ 1 (resonance), a large quality factor can be achieved from the host medium contribution when f ≈ ℓ tr /ℓ sca and R ≈ ℓ tr . Since 0 < f < 1, this implies cos θ < 0, i.e., preferential backscattering or anomalous scattering regime, with ℓ tr < ℓ sca .
To explain the connection between preferential backscattering in a low density disordered medium and large quality factors it is useful to consider the dipole approximation. For dipolar scatterers, preferential backscattering cos θ < 0 is a result of the interference between electric and magnetic dipole resonances [15, 20] . When the electric and magnetic polarizabilities of the scatterers have comparable strength, the so-called second Kerker condition can be fulfilled, leading to almost-zero-forward scattering (with cos θ = −1/2) [16] . As a result, dilute suspension of such particles near cos θ = −1/2 will minimize ℓ tr below ℓ sca . Taking Eqs. (19)- (23) into account, it can be seen that cos θ < 0 implies in large quality factors.
Interestingly enough, for non-absorbing particles in the dipolar Mie scattering regime, the ratio ℓ tr /ℓ sca = 1/(1 − cos θ ) is exactly the ratio between the sum of pure dipole forces and the total radiation force [16] . From Eq. (23), a disordered system with f ≈ 0.5 and cos θ ≈ −1 is expected to exhibit a large quality factor. This is also the condition for the maximum magnetoelectric radiation force contribution within a disorder medium [16] . Recalling that the total radiation force is proportional to EM energy density inside the inclusions [2] , the asymmetry parameter cos θ < 0 also implies an energy enhancement within the scatterers, then contributing to the quality factor. The ratio between transport and scattering mean free paths, ℓtr/ℓsca, plotted as a function of kR. The inset shows the scattering asymmetry parameter cos θ . (c) The quality factor Q of the system plotted as a function of kR. The inset illustrates the geometry of the system. The maximum Q occurs for kR ≈ 1.5, which approximately corresponds to the maximum energy WN /W0N in the host medium, with ℓtr/ℓsca ≈ 0.6 and cos θ ≈ −0.5.
In Fig. 3 , we study a disordered system in which our approximations are valid. We consider a disordered array of identical, infinitely long cylinders normally irradiated by p-waves, i.e., the the magnetic field is parallel to the cylinder axis. The filling fraction is f = 0.3 and the refractive index of each cylinder is m 1 = ε 1 /ε 0 = 3.5, with radius R. The quantities W 1 /W 01 , cos θ , and ℓ sca are calculated using the rigorous Lorenz-Mie theory [3, 14] .
The plots in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show that the maximum energy stored in the host medium occurs for cos θ ≈ −0.5 (kR ≈ 1.5), i.e., ℓ tr /ℓ sca ≈ 0.6. At kR ≈ 1.5, we have satisfied the almost-zero-forward scattering condition due to the destructive interference between electric and magnetic dipole responses. Although kR ≈ 1.5 does not correspond to the maximum energy enhancement within the system (kR ≈ 1.8), it corresponds to the maximum quality factor Q, as showed in Fig. 3(c) . The maximum quality factor for dielectric scatterers can be therefore achieved in the anomalous multiple scatting regime, in which ℓ tr < ℓ sca . This result can be readily obtained from the EM energy stored in the host medium, as showed in Fig. 3(a) .
Conclusion
We have shown some relations between the timeaveraged EM energy inside scatterers and multiple scattering quantities in the low density approximation. Using simple assumptions, we have demonstrated that the energy-transport velocity through a disordered medium can be obtained from the EM energy stored in a single particle containing identical inclusions. By the relationship between the internal energy and the absorption cross section, we have derived a relation between dwell and absorption times in a disordered medium. In addition, under the incoherent approximation for the internal EM fields, we have obtained an expression for the energy stored in the host medium due to the scattering by inclusions. This expression, from which we have calculated the bulk dwell-time and the quality factor of the system, has allowed us to achieve a parameter regime of enhanced field intensity in the host medium. Most importantly, the condition to achieve an enhanced quality factor is a packing fraction equal to the ratio between transport and scattering mean free paths, and hence a negative asymmetry parameter. As a result, under certain conditions, disordered media with predominant backscattering response can exhibit a large quality factor, which could be of interest for lasing applications.
